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Many people cannot engage in mathematical thinking because they feel they lack the ability to understand 

mathematics. As a result, they place blind trust in those that use mathematical arguments or numeric data, 

which leads to poor decision-making at all levels of our society.1 This has to stop. Everyone needs equal access 

to quantitative information and sound reasoning in finance, statistics, and every type of science and social 

science.  

Most people’s mathematical difficulties are not due to a learning disability, but to what educators and 

researchers call “mathematics anxiety,” the fear of doing mathematics. However, mathematics anxiety sits in a 

larger emotional context which includes shame, pride, anger, and longing. Mathematics is viewed as a cold and 

emotionless subject, but it is experienced in a highly emotional way.2 I believe that for many people one of the 

dominant feelings surrounding mathematics is shame, and that it is this shame that gives rise to anxiety about, 

avoidance of, and disinterest in mathematics. Considering the role of shame in mathematics places 

mathematical difficulties in a larger context which includes not only the learner, but also parents, teachers, 

administrators, governments, and the entire society. 

How Mathematics Learning Engenders Shame 
Shame is a painful emotion that is part of society’s method for socializing individuals toward acceptable 

behavior. In the way that fear is an emotion that can signal a physical threat and enable us to avoid it, shame is 

an emotion that can signal a threat to our social being and allow us to avoid it.3 Shame tends to develop over 

time, and is a state of the self rather than simply a passing feeling about an experience.  

Shaming experiences can happen in all school learning, but mathematics may be particularly vulnerable to such 

experiences. In a traditional mathematics classroom there is almost no ambiguity or room for interpretation in 

problems, and the learning is focused on products, procedures, and algorithms. Doing mathematics requires a 

student to perform in ways that call into question not just her memory, but also her understanding and 

intelligence.4 Mathematical competence is seen by many as a stand-in for overall intelligence and ability.  

From Shame to Math Avoidance 
There are several possible reactions to mathematical shame.5 A person might accept and internalize the shame 

message, leading him to push for greater competence in order to secure social acceptance, or to take on being 

“bad at math” as part of his identity, one that is often accepted by parents, teachers, and peers, who may 

themselves hold this same identity. Another possibility for a person who accepts the shame message is to 
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attempt to withdraw or hide in order to limit exposure to shame. Such a person will avoid mathematics as much 

as possible, and when forced to do mathematics, will take care not to write anything down or to speak about his 

work. On the other hand, a person may reject the shame message. He may react in anger, blaming others for his 

failure, or he may attempt to turn the situation into something neutral or positive, by ignoring or tuning out the 

shame and the context in which it occurs.  

Shame can thus render a person passive and helpless, 6 which impacts her ability to learn and to teach. To be 

able to effectively do mathematics, a person needs to perceive herself as powerful, which means that she must 

be free of shame. The collective shame that our society holds about mathematics and student learning impacts 

all of us, and pressure for change gets transmitted to politicians, school districts, teachers, and finally to 

students, as teachers and parents respond to the pressure and shame by hiding difficulties, avoiding problematic 

encounters with mathematics, or lashing out at students for their incompetence. 

Transforming Shame 
The typical reactions to shame – hiding, internalizing, feeling anger, and ignoring – are all problematic because 

they do not allow a person to bring the shame to light and move through his mathematical experiences 

deliberately. However, it is possible to powerfully transform experiences of shame and to help teachers, 

students, and the wider society recognize and deal with mathematics-related shame.7 This can be done through 

connecting with others around mathematical shame, fitting the shame into a larger context, reclaiming the 

power of risk-taking and self-directed learning in mathematics, and developing new responses to failure. Most 

adults still treat mathematics the way it was presented in elementary school, as a series of procedures that are 

learned from a teacher. Once people move through their shame, they can learn to see themselves as powerful 

mathematical agents with the ability to understand mathematics on their own and use that mathematics as a 

tool for making decisions and creating change.   

I am starting to work on a number of fronts to address the issue of shame in mathematics: 

 We need some basic research on shame in mathematics learning, as there has been very little work 

done in this area. Next semester I will be doing research with college students to understand the 

emotional content of their memories of mathematics, focusing specifically on shame. 

 We need to develop methods to help teachers and students identify shame triggers and start opening 

up about shame, anger, and anxiety around mathematics. This is especially important for teachers at all 

levels. Next semester, I will be keeping a blog of my efforts to understand the emotional and relational 

challenges of my own college teaching. 

 We need to develop methods to help people work through their experiences of shame and to develop 

resiliency in mathematical problem solving. This year, I am developing a workshop for students and 

teachers that address shame and fear of mathematics. 

I am creating a research group right now to discuss and tackle these issues, and I am hoping that everyone that 

reads this will have some ideas that can help move this work forward. If you are interested is this work, no 

matter how you feel about math or what your mathematical experience is, please contact me! 
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